Portfolio Project ICT Grade 12 Year 2017/2018
Unit
Videography

Type of Project
Students create a
Videography about school
profile. Students must
present it in the class.

Goal(s)

Allocated Time

To make sure students
understand of
Videography

3 Weeks

Scoring Rubric
Objectives

0 Points

1-5 Points

6-10 points

11-15 points

Videography was
done with some
planning and
thought put into
it, but video
could have
planned better.
Portfolio
incomplete.
Music was used,
could be a little
off but was music
that fit the clips.
Appropriate
credit given.

Students planned
previously what
they were going
to create, and put
a lot thought into
their
videography

Many transitions
titles, and effects
were used. Most
were correct and
effective.
Video was
completed, and
contained all
required items.
Editing was not
done as well as it
should have
been. Idea was
not engaging or
unique. Some
poor camera
work.
With a bit more
editing and
better clips
selection, use of
transition, etc.
movie would be
excellent.

Many transitions,
etc. were used
and the worked
well and were
effective.
Video was
completed. Had
all required
elements,
engaged
audience, and
was original,
creative, and
unique. Camera
work was
excellent.

Planning and
Production

No planning, No
portfolio, No
sketches, notes.
Poor or no
Videography

Videography was
made with little
planning or
though. No
portfolio or hasty
attempt made.

Music

No music was
used

Transitions,
Titles, Effects

Not evident of
minimal use

Music was used
that was
inappropriate or
did not fit the
clips it was used
for. No credit was
given.
Two or three
were used. Or
several present
but poorly used.

Video Quality

Video was not
completed.

Video was made
contained little
evidence of a
theme, had tittle
editing, ad did
not engage the
audience. Too
much zooming,
panning and
shakiness.

Flow

There was no
Video

Video was
nothing more
than a series of
clips joined
together. Could
have been
created by
turning the
camera off and
on.

Music was
planned that fit
the clips and the
mood of the clips.
Appropriate
credit given.

Video moves
nicely, theme is
easily identified,
audience
displayed
appreciation for
the production.

Total Points

Earned
Points

